Abstract-We assess the performance of a sparse classification approach for radiofrequency (RF) transient signals using dictionaries adapted to the data. We explore two approaches: pursuit-type decompositions over analytical, over-complete dictionaries, and dictionaries learned directly from data. Pursuit-type decompositions over analytical, over-complete dictionaries yield sparse representations by design and can work well for target signals in the same function class as the dictionary atoms. Discriminative dictionaries learned directly from data do not rely on analytical constraints or additional knowledge about the signal characteristics, and provide sparse representations that can perform well when used with a statistical classifier. We present classification results for learned dictionaries on simulated test data, and discuss robustness compared to conventional Fourier methods. We draw from techniques of adaptive feature extraction, statistical machine learning, and image processing.
INTRODUCTION
Detection and classification of transitory or pulsed radio frequency (RF) signals is important in persistent surveillance and remote sensing applications. Signals of interest are typically observed at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), and occur in the presence of additive noise and structured clutter, including emissions from similar sources. Adaptive signal representation techniques based on over-complete, analytical dictionaries of parameterized, closed-form atoms can exploit knowledge of the signal in the choice of dictionary. Such dictionaries have been shown to lead to good results in audio signal processing [1, 2] . Dictionary learning algorithms extend the idea of dictionaries adapted to data further, by learning the dictionary elements directly from the data itself, without an underlying analytical data model. Several algorithms have been proposed for learning dictionaries for image representation [3] [4] [5] and classification [6, 7] .
In this paper we present two different approaches to RF pulse classification: one using over-complete dictionaries of chirplets, and one using supervised dictionary learning. The two approaches are explored in terms of their potential for sparse classification (i.e., using sparse classification features) of simulated RF test data. We use classification accuracy as performance metric, instead of the usual reconstruction error criteria. Classification robustness to changes in SNR is also quantitatively explored for the learned dictionaries approach, and compared to that of a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) based classifier.
For the chirplet dictionary approach we build on our previous RF analysis work [8] in combination with the fast ridge pursuit method of [2] , originally developed for adaptive audio processing. We explore how the features obtained using matching pursuit over this dictionary can be used to train a standard classifier. We also discuss the main limitations of this approach in the context of pulsed RF classification.
Our second approach is learning dictionaries directly from data, which removes the closed-form constraint on the dictionary. In previous work [9, 10] we extended use of learned dictionary techniques for RF target detection and classification. We now further explore learned dictionaries methods and build under-complete RF classification dictionaries for high-clutter, noisy backgrounds using Hebbian learning. We use learned dictionaries in conjunction with Skretting and Husøy's minimum residual (MR) classifier, originally introduced for image texture classification [7] .
We will present classification results on simulated data sets consisting of a target intermittently emitting linearly chirped pulses, in three SNR regimes. The background is modeled as a superposition of additive white Gaussian noise, continuous wave (CW) signals, and a competing pulse emitter.
The layout of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we describe the test environment and the characteristics of our new simulated data sets. In Section 3 we describe the analytical and learned dictionaries approaches and discuss their application to RF classification. In Section 4 we compare classification results using learned dictionaries and STFT for various noise and clutter scenarios. In Section 5 we conclude with brief remarks.
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II. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Our simulated data sets consist of a two-state target ("ON" and "OFF" states), emitting linearly chirped pulses at a base frequency of 220 kHz, with a pulse duration equal to 5 ms. In our analysis we consider high, mid, and low amplitude targets, with corresponding SNR 3:1, 1:1, and 0.3:1. The background is modeled as a superposition of additive Gaussian noise and structured clutter, consisting of several CW signals and a competing pulse emitter. In this paper we separately consider two competing emitter cases: a constant frequency (flat) pulse emitter and a linear chirp pulse emitter. This competing emitter operates at a base frequency within the target spectrum region, and has characteristic time scales for pulse duration and pulse spacing similar to the target emitter. The spectrograms in Figure 1 show the relative complexity of the resulting time series, and Table 1 Chirped clutter pulse data (Chirped CP) Figure 1 . Spectrograms illustrating the signal, noise, and clutter characteristics for the high, mid, and low amplitude data sets, respectively. The target spectrum region is marked in each panel with a brace. For each clutter scenario we generated data sets at three signal to noise ratios by reducing the target strength relative to the clutter and noise. The simulated data recording system operates at a sampling rate of 1 MHz, and buffers 0.5 s of data at a time (i.e., output time series are 5x10 5 samples long). We consider data analysis windows of length N=512 samples (0.5 ms of recording) with overlap of 256 samples, and we seek to classify the operational state of the target in each window. Windows of simulated RF data are labeled according to whether they contain a target pulse (ON) or not (OFF). In this paper we ignore windows containing partial target signal.
III. DICTIONARY METHODS

A. Analytical Dictionary of Chirplets
Pursuit type decompositions over analytical, redundant dictionaries yield signal representations that are by design sparse. Research in the field of adaptive audio signal processing [1, 2] has shown how to represent non-stationary audio signals using a Gaussian multi-scale Gabor chirp dictionary D, consisting of the set of atoms g given by:
where the window function, g(t), is unit Gaussian, shifted by u and scaled by s. We now use this dictionary in our RF signal analysis and implement it in conjunction with the fast O(N(logN) 2 ) ridge-pursuit algorithm [2] . The ridge-pursuit algorithm is a two-step pursuit and explores the local maxima property of the discrete Gabor dictionary subset , , ,0 ( ) . Given the dictionary D with K atoms, and a test data window of length N, where N<<K, we iteratively select dictionary atoms that minimize the signal residual at each step using greedy pursuit. At the first iteration, we find the chirped atom giving the largest inner product with the signal using the fast-ridge pursuit. The contribution of this atom is then subtracted from the signal, and the process is repeated on the residual. This continues until some predetermined stopping point (e.g., number of atoms or size of the residual). Thus, unlike an orthogonal basis in which all feature vectors represent the same basis elements in the same order for every time window, the atoms selected by greedy pursuit can differ from time window to time window, and the ordering can also be different. We therefore choose the parameters of these selected atoms as classification features, specifically the frequency, f, and the chirp rate, c.
For our specific application, classification based on the chirped Gabor dictionary yielded unsatisfactory results. We found the method to be fairly accurate in extracting the frequency of the signal components present in the test data, but less accurate in matching the chirp rate. In Figure 2 we show a scatter plot of frequency vs. chirp rate for the first 25 extracted atoms, colored according to their order of return by the pursuit search and aggregated over 500 ON windows of Flat CP data. The circles in Figure 2 represent the true signal components, and their diameters are proportional to the respective amplitudes. We see that atoms corresponding to the CW components are grouped in bands parallel to the y-axis (e.g., group enclosed by rectangle in Figure 2) , with abscissas ~equal to the CW frequencies. That is, the frequency parameter of the atoms is a good feature for our data. Also, the order in which the atoms are returned typically matches the amplitude order of the CW components. For example, most of the first 5 returned atoms (red dots) in a window correspond to the strong CW signals at 120 kHz, 370 kHz, and 490 kHz. However, significant errors in the estimated chirp rate parameter limits the use of chirp rate as a feature. Within a frequency band the chirp rates vary by several orders of magnitude. Signals in distinct frequency bands can be distinguished from one another, while signals in the same frequency band with distinct chirp rates cannot be distinguished from each other. We found the accuracy and reproducibility of the parameters obtained from this approach to be sensitive to the amount of clutter, SNR, and to the choice of data windowing function (e.g., rectangular window vs. Hamming window). This sensitivity is partly due to the matching pursuit greedy approximation. Raising the degree of dictionary overcompleteness by increasing the frequency and chirp rate resolution can lead to better parameter matches, but the associated computational overhead is large. For our specific application, we found this analytical dictionary approach to be unreliable for classification, and hard to implement for realtime classification.
B. Learned Dictionaries
Learning dictionaries directly from the data can eliminate the need for prior knowledge of target and clutter, while providing sparse representations that can perform well when used with a statistical classifier. In our previous work [10] we showed under-complete dictionaries can be used for highaccuracy, sparse classification of a less complex simulated RF data set. These under-complete dictionaries have smaller computational learning cost than over-complete ones, without a significant drop in classification performance. In this paper we apply Hebbian learning to build under-complete dictionaries dictionaries and use the MR classifier [7] to label ON and OFF windows of our increased complexity simulated data.
Given a signal class X containing P normalized training vectors x i , each of length N, we begin the dictionary learning by initializing the K elements of dictionary with l 2 normalized vectors of random numbers from a uniform distribution. The dictionary update minimizes a cost function E for sparse representation of the input vector given by 2 2 0 .
E x a a The first term measures the mean-square reconstruction error for training vector x i , while the second term enforces sparsity in the weight vector a i .
We learn the dictionary using C learning iterations (i.e., C describes the number of times the dictionary "sees" the entire training set of P vectors). Each learning iteration C consists of two stages. In the sparse coding stage, we minimize the functional E over a i . That is, given the current we seek an L train -sparse weight vector a i for each training vector x i , such that a i is a sufficiently good approximation to the input, This problem is NP-hard, so we use greedy matching pursuit to find an approximate solution for a i .
Once the a i vector is found, the dictionary update for every element k is obtained by performing gradient descent on the cost function E, resulting in 2 ( ) a n d ,
where is a constant parameter controlling the learning rate, and the updated dictionary element has unit norm. At every learning iteration C, the dictionary is updated using all P training vectors x i received in random order. The learning iterations continue until some stopping criterion is fulfilled. This criterion can be a measure of dictionary convergence (i.e., the individual dictionary elements stop changing significantly between consecutive updates), a threshold on representation or classification performance, or an empirically chosen fixed number C of learning iterations (i.e., a threshold on computational cost).
1) From Representation to Classification
For the learned dictionary case, the feature extraction and classification are effectively combined into a single step by using the MR classifier. We learn dictionaries in pairs -one ON dictionary, one OFF dictionary -from ON/OFF training data sets, each set with 17000 windows. To classify a test time series, we decompose it into length-N data vectors by using a sliding overlapping window. For each data vector we then construct two L class -sparse representations via matching pursuit, one using elements from the ON dictionary, one using those from the OFF dictionary. Here the L class (classification sparsity factor) can be different from L train (learning sparsity factor). We use the MR classifier to assign the label corresponding to the dictionary yielding the smallest matching pursuit residual.
2) Study of Method Parameters
We use classification accuracy as the metric for assessing performance of learned dictionaries. We systematically explore different parameter settings for K, C, L train , and L class to determine their impact on final accuracy. For each parameter setting we learn sets of 10 dictionary pairs from the same fixed amount of training data using different random dictionary seeds. All sets of 10 ON/OFF dictionaries are used to classify previously unseen test data. Four under-complete dictionary sizes with respect to the naïve input dimensionality, K={256, 128, 64, 32}, are explored. We focus on the more complex case of Chirped CP data and restrict training and testing to the SNR 3:1 data for this parameter study.
First we consider a range of values for C to explore dictionary properties as a function of learning iterations. The error-bar plot in Figure 3 shows resulting classification accuracy for the four specified dictionary sizes over the respective 10 pair dictionary sets. The other parameters are kept equal and constant for each K, specifically L train =L class ={45, 36, 15, 8} for K={256, 128, 64, 32}. We observe from Figure 3 that good classification can be obtained in our case with under-complete dictionaries of size K 64 with sufficient learning iterations, i.e., sufficient training. If the dictionary size, is too small (e.g., K=32), the classification accuracy is poor and exhibits high variation. Next we consider the learning sparsity factor, L train , and show corresponding classification accuracy error-bar plots in Figure 4 . For this case we keep the number of learning iterations constant at C=33, and the classification sparsity factor constant at L class =32. For the values we tried, dictionaries with K 64 appear insensitive to the learning sparsity factor once a minimum L train =8 is reached. For K=32, accuracy peaks in the L train =(8:12) region, followed by slow degradation. Finally, in Figure 5 we explore how changes in the classification sparsity factor, L class , impact final accuracy. The number of learning iterations is again kept constant at C=33, and the learning sparsity factor is L train =32. From Figure 5 Figures 3-5 show that some minimum parameter values are needed to reach good classification accuracy for our simulated data. We see that there is a range of under-complete dictionary sizes, K 64, that give similar classification performance. For each one of these sizes we observe a relatively wide region of insensitivity to the other three parameters before performance degrades again. This accuracy robustness to variations in the learned dictionary parameters makes their use attractive for our RF classification problem.
IV. COMPARATIVE RESULTS
We now compare classification performance of learned dictionaries with STFT for the two clutter types and three SNR regimes described in Section II. In a real application the relative strengths of the target and background are unlikely to be known a priori. We therefore explore how the classification accuracy changes when the amplitude of the target in the training set differs from the amplitude of the target in the test set. Learned dictionaries are used with the MR classifier, and the STFT is used with a decision tree classifier.
A. SNR 3:1 Training Data
We first learn 10 dictionary pairs from SNR 3:1 training data, both for the Flat CP and the Chirped CP case. Learning parameters are selected to optimize performance in the SNR 0.3:1 regime for this comparative study. We also train decision trees for each case using the STFT coefficients of SNR 3:1 training data. We classify 5 time series in each SNR case, where every time series has a different white noise random seed. Figure 6 shows resulting accuracy boxplots. Dictionaries that are learned from high SNR data (top panel) are more robust to changes in the SNR of the test data than the STFT (bottom panel). In both clutter scenarios, Flat CP and Chirped CP, the STFT outperforms the learned dictionaries when the training data and test data have the same SNR, while the learned dictionaries outperform the STFT in both cases for which the training and test data have different SNRs. 
B. SNR 1:1 Training Data
We now use SNR 1:1 training data to similarly learn dictionaries, and train a STFT-based decision tree classifier. Figure 7 shows the corresponding accuracy boxplots when testing on the three SNR data cases. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate how a learned dictionary responds differently to changes in SNR compared to the orthogonal STFT. Learned dictionary performance depends upon how easy or difficult it is to distinguish the target from the background. Learned dictionary accuracy is strongly impacted by changes in the SNR of the training data (compare top panels of Figures 6  and 7) . Indeed, the dependence is so strong that better accuracy is obtained by training on high SNR data, even if the test data have low SNR. In contrast, the STFT performance depends upon how well the characteristics of the test data match those of the training data (bottom panels of Figures 6 and 7) . This dependence is so strong that better accuracy is obtained when test data SNR matches the training data SNR than when the SNR of the test data increases. For both methods the results are better for the data containing the simpler (flat) clutter pulse, as expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we evaluate algorithms for processing cluttered, noisy, non-stationary RF data. We have found that matching pursuit decompositions over highly redundant chirplet dictionaries were computationally expensive and did not provide good classification results for our application. Dictionaries that are learned directly from data can lead to good classification accuracy and increased robustness to changes in SNR compared to STFT. Learned dictionaries could therefore be more useful for cases where training and test data belong to different (unknown) SNR regimes, while STFT should be employed when the same SNR regime is expected. Additionally, the learned dictionaries we use are undercomplete, and the classifier has a simple implementation, leading to low computational overhead in the classification stage.
